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(tekiō-sei) Japanese: noun Adaptability



THE COLLECTION

Tekiõ is a mindful selection of modern consumer technology 
applications, to fulfil the current consumer needs: 

* Versatility in personal use through professional needs
* Hybrid work model (work-from-home, on-the-go, office) 
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MAGCLICK 
SERIES 
The Magclick® accessories series  
offers breakthrough new technology 
in the latest mobile trends.

Wireless charging technology  
combined with magnets.

The fastest growing segment in 
the Power category in retail.

Fast wireless charging capability.

Wireless charging protocol 
compatible with all Qi-compatible 
mobile phones.

Magclick® is a registered 
trademark by PF Concept.

The Magclick® accessories 
series offers breakthrough 
new technology in the
latest mobile trends.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/magclick-5000mah-5w-wireless-magnetic-power-bank-124187.html
https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/magclick-magnetic-dual-wireless-charging-stand-124224.html
https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/magclick-10w-wireless-magnetic-car-charger-124205.html
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The Adapt series offers
on-the-go adapters to
enhance your work mobility. 

ADAPT 
SERIES 
The Adapt series offers on-the-go 
adapters to enhance your work 
mobility.

Crafted from premium aluminium 
materials.

Sleek design with dark aluminium 
body.

Latest standard connection type 
focusing on USB 3.0 supporting fast 
reading/writing speed.

An up-to-date tech solution series 
that keeps evolving as manu facturers 
of mobile technology keep continue 
to remove ports.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/adapt-aluminum-usb-3-0-hub-124209.html
https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/adapt-aluminum-usb-c-to-usb-a-3-0-adapter-124210.html
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A collection of stands 
for mobile phones, 
tablets and laptop 
computers.

RISE
SERIES
The Rise series introduces a collection 
of stands for mobile phones, tablets 
and laptops.

The ideal desktop, countertop or  
bedside stands for your phone, tablet 
or laptop .

Elevates your screen to a more  
ergonomic height to maximize  
comfort and productivity.

Sleek design with dark aluminium 
body.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/rise-phone-tablet-stand-124192.html
https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/rise-tablet-stand-124194.html
https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/rise-foldable-laptop-stand-124195.html
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HYBRID
SERIES 
The Hybrid series presents essentials 
that support the transforming and  
hybrid workspaces.

The series consists of must-have  
accessories that enable better work 
conditions when working on-the-go, 
from home, or at the office.

Focus on premium accessories 
supporting productivity and versatility.

The series will expand in conferencing  
& laptop accessories.

Working on-the-go, from 
home, or at the office.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/hybrid-desk-pad-124191.html
https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/hybrid-multi-device-keyboard-with-stand-124217.html
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The Cerris series includes functionally 
designed natural cork accessories to 
complete various (home) office setups.

Natural biodegradable cork material 
offering a sustainable accessories line.

Simple, stylish and versatile design 
Eco-friendly collection with smooth 
surface.

CERRIS
SERIES 

Eco-friendly collection
with smooth surface.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/cerris-desk-pad-124197.html
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FIT
SERIES
The Fit series is dedicated to techno-
logy accessories with a primary focus 
on fitness and sports..

Tools that promote and stimulate one 
of PF Concept’s core values: a healthy 
lifestyle.

Focus on the pervasive trend of 
fitness-driven lifestyles

Tools that promote
a healthy lifestyle.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/pocfit-mini-massage-gun-124214.html
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PILOT
SERIES 
The Pilot series encompasses 
innovative electronic car accessories.

Tech accessories that are designed 
with safety in mind and makes life 
on the road easy.

Charging and other car-related 
accessories.

This series will continue to expand  
with the introduction of additional 
car-related electronic devices.



https://www.pfconcept.com/en_be/pilot-15w-wireless-automatic-car-charger-124207.html
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PACKAGING 
CONCEPT
Eco-friendly, recyclable packaging that presents the Tekiō brand and products in a mini-

mal, elegant way. One consistent package design of simple, schematic illustrations and 

signage to make key information clear and user-friendly. QR codes to share information 

and documents with end-users directly Customisable labels on standardized cartons to 

improve developmental speed by utilizing lean concepts in packaging designs.






